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Book Reviews

Ambush at Bloody Run: The Wham Paymaster Robbery of 1889: A Story of
Politics, Religion, Race, and Banditry in Arizona Territory. By Larry D. Ball.
(Tucson: Arizona Historical Society, 2000. xv + 263 pp. Halftones, illustrations,
maps, notes, bibliography, index. $34-95 cloth, ISBN 0-910037-40-X.)
The robbery of a U.S. Army payroll wagon in remote eastern Arizona in
May 1889 seems at first glance the very stuff for a magazine article. That this
seemingly minor affair warranted a work of one hundred thousand words
with six hundred footnotes and ten pages of sources seems to beg an explanation. A reading of this remarkable book explains it thoroughly. Larry D.
Ball, an authority on the territorial West and a tireless historical detective, has
pieced together a riveting story of how one violent incident and its aftermath
can profile a time, a place, and a populace.
The payroll money, over twenty-eight thousand dollars - most of it in gold
and silver coins, was being transported via mule-drawn wagon from Fort
Grant to Fort Thomas in the Gila River Valley. The detail accompanying the
payroll was commanded by Maj. Joseph W. Wham and included twelve
Buffalo Soldiers. On 11 May 1889, on the north edge of the Pinalefio Mountains near a dry streambed of the Gila called Cottonwood Wash, the Wham
party was caught in a cross fire by at least dozen brazen highwaymen. In the
ensuing two-hour gun battle eight ofWham's soldiers were wounded and the
bandits got away with the payroll. U.S. Marshal William Kidder Meade, a
controversial thirty-five-year-old Virginian, Cleveland administration appointee; and bulldog Democrat, led the intensive manhunt that followed the
robbery. Meade had one great advantage in pursuing the culprits: they had
made no effort to hide their identities and many were recognized as local
folk, residents of Gila Valley Mormon communities.
In the seven months that elapsed between the robbery and the end of the
suspects' trial held in Tucson, the Wham payroll case evolved from a nasty
example of Old West outlawry to a sort of mirror reflecting the volatile state
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of politics, race, religion, and justice in prestatehood Arizona. Of the ten
arrested by Marshal Meade and his officers, most were known rustlers and
experts with a running iron and most were "Saints." Their capture generated
fear in the Mormon settlements that a wave of persecution might follow. The
Saints, some of whom still practiced polygamy and displayed the clannishness that was a product of their beleaguered history, made a point of being a
hindrance to investigating authorities. Moreover, friends of the seven defendants who actually went on trial tried to intimidate the black soldiers who
were scheduled to testify. The Anglo populace in general hated the idea of
black soldiers presenting evidence against the white suspects. Even the prosecutors, apparently attempting to blunt the edge of having to use black witnesses, apologized for the linguistic shortcomings of the Buffalo Soldiers on
the stand. Thus did religious and racial bigotry playa role in the Wham affair. In addition, the affair revealed Widespread fear and animosity toward the
federal government-including the Army-and was imbedded in a deepseated distrust of any big and intrusive agency.
The payroll robbery case reached the Arizona Territorial Court for the
First Judicial District in Tucson in September 1889. The trial had progressed
only a few days before the presiding judge, William H. Barnes, was accused
of intimidating government witnesses and removed from the proceedings for
conduct unbecoming an officer of the court. His successor was also criticized, this time by members of the Tucson Bar, "on the grounds of utter and
absolute incompetancy." The trial was a circus (a real one was doing good
business elsewhere in Tucson at the time), its conclusion foreordained. The
Mormon communities were mobilized and, miraculously, the defendants all
declared they had alibis. People from the settlements flocked to the courtroom to testify on the whereabouts of the accused; none of them, so it was
said, were anywhere near the scene.of the crime on 11 May. The defense also
fed off of the contempt Arizonans felt for the federal government and its
policing agents, the U.S. Army and U.S. Marshal William K. Meade, and emphasized the "unreliability" of the black soldiers as witnesses. After thirtythree trial days that produced some three thousand pages of testimony, the
jury finally received the case on 14 December 1889. Less than two hours later
they returned their verdict: all seven defendants were found not guilty. The
money, incidentally, was never recovered.
Larry D. Ball's meticulous and masterful recreation of this signal case has
as its backdrop an Arizona populace that was first and foremost suspicious of
the federal government. "Not only was Washington far away," the author explains, "but presidential appointees to territorial offices were normally non-
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residents, who were being rewarded for party loyalty. Territorial governors,
judges, marshals, district attorneys, and other officials typically had little, ifany,
familiarity with their constituency" (p. x). In addition, Arizona in 1889 was burdened by lawlessness, including cattle rustling, stagecoach robberies, murder,
and mayhem in towns "treed" by outlaws (the Earp-Clanton feud was but eight
years past, the Bisbee massacre only six), and the robbery ofa federal payroll was
not helpful to a territory struggling to gain congressional approval for statehood.
Ball believes the Wham case hindered Arizona's bid for statehood; in any
event, twenty-seven years were to pass before it was gained.
Ambush at Bloody Run is a brilliant historical reconstruction and a genuine contribution to the understanding of the territorial West.
Dale L. Walker
El Paso, Texas'

Apache Nightmare: The Battle at Cibecue Creek. By Charles Collins. (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1999. xvi + 280 pp. 27 halftones, 9 maps,
charts, notes, bibliography, index. $27.95 cloth, ISBN 0-8061-3114-4.)
Author Charles Collins begins Apache Nightmare by describing the Native unrest in Arizona Territory in August 1881. Nock-ay-det-klinne, a Cibecue Apache chieftain and medicine man, preached of a return to the old
ways before the reservation system and of the resurrection of dead leadersan idea that was in stark contrast to traditional Apache beliefs. As more Natives were drawn to his movement, whites became fearful of an uprising;
subsequently Col. Eugene Carr was ordered to arrest Nock-ay-det-klinne.
Carr, accompanied by seventy-nine enlisted men, five officers (Troops D and
E, Sixth U.S. Cavalry), twenty-three scouts (Company A, Indian scouts), and
an assortment of interpreters, guides, and packers, marched to Cibecue
Creek, forty-five miles northwest of Fort Apache. Under tense conditions,
Carr made the arrest but then lost control of the situation. In quick order, the
villagers attacked, Carr's Indian scouts turned on the white troops, and the
soldiers killed Nock-ay-det-klinne.
Shortly after the skirmish took place, rumors spread that Carr and his command had been wiped out. Although untrue, the rumors did fire the fears of
both an undermanned military and the local white population. Giving credence to the military's belief that the attack at Cibecue was premeditated,
White Mountain Apaches attacked Fort Apache, setting off a war. It was a
short-lived conflict without many bullets, and the war quickly fizzled out
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when warriors and Indian scouts either surrendered or were captured. During the process of bringing the war to conclusion and placing the scouts on
trial, a power struggle developed between Gen. Orlando Willcox, who commanded the Department of Arizona, and Col. Ranald Mackenzie, who was
ordered to Arizona to end the hostilities. As the war with the White Mountains wound down, the Chiricahua Apaches escaped from the San Carlos
Reservation, continuing to fuel unrest in the territory. Three scouts were
eventually hung for their participation in the mutiny.
Collins documents the events as they happened, presenting mainly the
military perspective, which he pulled from a variety of primary sources. He
knows Carr's movement toward the Cibecue village, where Carr's men were
shortly after the arrest was made, and where the Apaches (both villagers and
scouts) were when the clash erupted. In total control of his subject matter,
he knows his cast of characters. At no time is the reader confused as to whom
the current player is in the drama. White Mountain scouts Dandy Jim, Dead
Shot, and Skippy, along with White Mountain leaders Pedro, Alchesay, and
Sanchez, all play key roles. Indian Agent Joseph Capron Tiffany, who is often maligned, is seen as a man working for his wards. The military is also well
represented, especially General Willcox.
Toward the end of the tome, Collins quotes several White Mountain statements regarding the events covered. These are terrific, and it is too bad they
were not incorporated into the chronology of the uprising. Indeed, if a weakness must be noted, it is that the story is told primarily from the white point
of view. That aside, I highly recommend Apache Nightmare.

Louis Kraft
North Hollywood, California

Buffalo Soldiers and Officers of the Ninth Cavalry, 1867-1898: Black and
White Together. By Charles L. Kenner. (Norman: University of Oklahoma
Press, 1999. x + 384 pp. Illustrations, maps, tables, notes, bibliography, index.
$26,95 cloth, ISBN 0-8061-3158-6)
This is another contribution to the growing literature on the Buffalo Soldiers in the United States Army during the late nineteenth-century Indian
Wars. Charles L. Kenner has organized his volume around biographical
sketches of several Ninth Cavalry officers. He devotes a chapter each to white
commissioned officers Edward Hatch, Edward Heyl, Ambrose Hooker, Guy
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Henry, Charles Parker, Matthais Day, John ConIine, and Charles Beyer.
Francis Dodge and Peter Cleary share one chapter and Charles Merritt and
George Burnett share another. Briefer sketches on Patrick Cusack, Henry
Carroll, and Albert Morrow constitute a final chapter on the regiment's white
commissioned officers. As a result of diligent research, these fifteen sketches
contain considerable new material and provide fresh interpretations of the
personal and military activities of these leaders. This author does not own a
whitewash brush but neither is he a skeptic. Each officer receives praise and
criticism, recognition of success and failure, and an overall honest assessment.
Four black noncommissioned officers are dealt with in separate chapters:
Emanuel Stance, Brent Woods, Alexander Jones, and Richard Dickerson.
The author devotes two chapters to three black commissioned officers: John
Alexander and Charles Young (West Point graduates) and Chaplain Henry
Plummer. He essentially ignores Henry Flipper, and rightly so, for he has
received more attention in the literature than all other black officers combined. Despite the book's title, two chapters are devoted to John Jackson, a
white citizen, and James Miller, a black enlisted man, but their stories are
interesting and relevant to the Ninth's activities.
Although this volume is organized around biographical sketches, it does not
present its chapter subjects independently of each other. The author has
avoided the temptation to write each sketch as an entity unto itself, and in doing
so weaves the story of the Ninth's activities with surprisingly little repetition.
This volume's most important contribution is the author's handling ofthe
subject of race relations. Throughout are descriptions of racial incidents and
relationships that the author presents clearly and then interprets in the context of their times. Kenner pulls no punches as he searches for facts and expresses his opinions in this area. Any volume on the military in the late
nineteenth century must include passages on inept leadership, courts-martial, personal fights, drunkenness, and Medal of Honor winners. This volume
goes beyond traditional subjects as the author writes on one neglected side
of the military. His research led him to incidents of homosexuality, and he
writes just enough to remind us that the subject deserves more attention.
This is an excellent study of the Ninth Cavalry's activities and should not
be prejudged because the author has chosen to approach the subject via
biographical sketches.
Monroe Billington
Ruidoso, New Mexico
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Prehistoric Warfare in the American Southwest. By Steven A. LeBlanc. (Salt
Lake City: University of Utah Press, 1999. xi + 400 pp. Illustrations, maps,
tables, appendix, bibliography, index. $34.95 cloth, ISBN 0-87480-581-3.)
In this unwavering treatise, LeBlanc not only argues that warfare was present, but that it was also a central social practice that accounts for much of the
prehistoric Southwest's archaeological record. The result is a volume in which
most readers will find as many points of debate as agreement. LeBlanc's work
successfully articulates why warfare needs to be systematically incorporated
into models of prehistoric southwestern behavior.
The book consists of a preface, eight chapters, and an appendix. Chapter 1
provides an overview of prehistoric warfare. LeBlanc identifies the interconnected variables of carrying capacity and environment as the underlying causes
ofsouthwestern warfare. When indigenous populations increased naturally or
through in-migration and/or environmental conditions deteriorated, warfare
increased. The second chapter describes the practice and material evidence of
warfare. The author views site configuration, location, size, and settlement
clustering from the perspective of defensive advantage. Burned sites are seen
as the result ofwarfare. Chapter 3 details the implements ofwarfare, including
many artifacts that have not traditionally been considered weapons.
Chapters 4 through 7 and the appendix present the archaeological evidence for warfare that LeBlanc divides into three periods - early, middle, and
late. LeBlanc's Early Period, documented in chapter 4, encompasses nearly
two millennia, ending approximately A.D. 900. During this time, warfare was
largely limited to the upland areas of the Southwest and intensified toward
the period's end. Given sampling considerations and the period's duration,
one wonders if Early Period warfare should be considered "endemic." In
chapter 5, LeBlanc discusses the Middle Period (A.D. 900-1250) during which
he notes a general decline in warfare between A.D. 900-1150. Although the
systemic violence associated with many Chacoan-era settlements is not considered warfare per se, LeBlanc extensively discusses A.D. 900-1150 as a time
of declining warfare. A more complete understanding of prehistoric social
behavior must address intracommunity and intragroup violence. The end of
the Middle Period (A.D.1l50-1250) receives scant treatment, although many
interpret this interval as critical to understanding aggregation and associated
social developments. Chapter 6 addresses the Late Period, A.D. 1250 to European contact, during which LeBlanc interprets the Southwest as "engulfed
in warfare" (p. 197)' Climatic deterioration intensified warfare which, in turn,
resulted in the construction and clustering of massive settlements. LeBlanc
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argues for the political integration ofmultiple sites with defense and the capability for offense as the organizing principles. Chapter 7 extends treatment of
the Late Period and, to this reader, represents the only discussion in the book
where LeBlanc considers behavior relative to larger issues such as "alliances,
social complexity, and trade" (p. 277)' The chapter consists of briefsections in
which categories ofbehavior or evidence central to alternative explanations are
reconsidered in light ofwarfare. Chapter 8 consists ofa brief recapitulation and
poses several questions. The appendix presents settlement cluster details.
Scholars interested in approaches emphasizing social agency will be disappointed; LeBlanc's emphasis on environmental causality fails to account for
individual action. Those with regional expertise may be surprised by LeBlanc's
treatment of primary data, and many will disagree with his interpretations. This
is a common response to such encompassing treatments, but to dismiss the
entirety of LeBlanc's argument is to miss the significance ofthis work. LeBlanc
clearly presents a case for warfare that all scholars must address. As future research addresses warfare, more satisfying and behaviorally complete accounts
of southwestern prehistory should emerge.
Andrew 1. Duff
Crow Canyon Archaeological Center

Comstock Women: The Making

of a Mining Community. Edited by Ronald

M. James and C. Elizabeth Raymond. Wilbur S. Shepperson Series in History and Humanities. (Reno: University of Nevada Press, 1998. xi + 394 pp.
38 halftones, illustrations, maps, charts, tables, appendixes, notes, bibliography, index. $24-95 paper, ISBN 0-87417-297-7.)
Elizabeth Raymond and Ronald James have collected a dozen articles
that examine and expose the complexities of women's lives in nineteenthcentury mining communities. The Comstock encompassed the mining region ofVirginia City, Gold Hill, Silver City, and Carson City, Nevada, which
experienced a boom beginning in the 1860s and peaking in 1875. Unlike most
studies of mining communities, which are either scholarly or popular in nature, these articles are a splendid mixture of both.
Many of the authors in this collection draw upon the recently completed
Nevada Census Project, which encoded the manuscript census for Storey
County, Nevada, from 1860 to 1910. Uniformity of source material and the
longitudinal nature of that material has allowed Comstock historians a
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unique opportunity to examine the richness and disparity of women's lives
over an unusually long period of time-and the results are revealing. We
discover that prostitution, while perhaps the most visible female occupation,
was never the largest employer of women. Service sector niches such as
hostelry, sewing, washing, domestic service, and child care constituted the
bulk of women's paid (and unpaid) occupations. Creative and spiritual
women employed themselves as fortunetellers. Readers also learn that divorce was not uncommon, and the records of divorce cases reveal that Comstock women's lives often had a dark and unpleasant private side.
Raymond and James have grouped the essays into four sections. The first,
"At Home in a Mining Town," includes an excellent essay by Sharon Lowe
examining the relationship between gender and opium smoking on the Comstock, and also contains a disturbing look at domestic violence by Karthryn
Dunn Totton. The second group of essays on women's work includes an article
by Anne Butler on missionary women -a long-overdue topic for mining scholarship that points to the need for similar studies in other mining regions. In the
third section, essays by Sue Fawn Chung, Eugene Hattori, and Ronald James
assert that mining towns nearly always replicated strict class and ethnic divisions
present within the larger society. For women, this fact often had particularly
harsh results. In the final section, images (often based on Mark Twain's observations) and reality of women's lives on the Comstock (as evidenced by the
findings of the other authors in the volume) are reexamined through historical and archaeological sources. These explorations combined with the other
essays in the collection, provide a broad overview and a keen interpretation of
women's lives in late-nineteenth-century Nevada.
Most anthologies suffer from one of two problems: either the articles do
not fit together in content and argument, or the essays appear uneven in quality and style. Comstock Women suffers from neither. The two introductory
essays provide an excellent overview of the context within which Nevada
women lived and worked. Despite the authors' disparate backgrounds in
history, archaeology, historic preservation, museum work, and demography,
the writers have contributed scholarly, yet accessible, essays on women's lives
and experiences on the Comstock Lode. I recommend Comstock Women to
mining and gender historians, as well as to any scholar looking for an example
of an excellent historical anthology.
Charlene Porsild
Montana Historical Society
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Becoming Citizens: The Emergence and Development of the California Women's Movement, 1890-1911. By Gayle Gullett. Women in American History
Series. (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 2000. xiii + 272 pp. Halftones,
notes, bibliography, index. $42.50 cloth, ISBN 0-252-025°3-2, $18,95 paper, ISBN
0-252-06818-1.)
This history of a state campaign for woman suffrage is distinguished by its
focus on the forming of a "movement." Gayle Gullett has tracked carefully
the organizational history and the political development of California women's suffrage efforts, which failed in 1896 but triumphed in 1911. Her narrative shows that women's social and civic activism and their intent to gain
the vote were not two separate projects, but were very complementary, and
usually powered by the same actors. From the "organized womanhood" of
the 1870S and 1880s to the "civic altruism" of the years after 1900, California
activists invented political roles for themselves emphasizing the "pure" moral
authority, nonpartisan public spirit, and fresh perspective that they could
offer as women; at the same time, they proclaimed their rights to freedom to
act, justice under the law, and fair economic opportunities. They saw no conflict between these two kinds of aims. Middle-class California women's demands for full citizenship began with claims of their "right to work" outside
the home in the 1870S and 1880s, Gullet shows, echoing Mari Jo Buhle's general finding decades ago in Women and American Socialism (1981). Gullett
also details (as did Buhle) the importance of the Women's Christian Temperance Union in leading women to broader social activism.
Gullett's account traces successive organizational incarnations of women's civic efforts, a crescendo building from the late 1890S to the 1911 success. She lends Californian specificity to the familiar story of clubwomen's
pursuit of urban environmental regulations, playground construction, juvenile courts, and the harnessing of machine politics, and sets these nonpartisan good works on partisan political ground. Following recent political
histories such as Michael Goldberg's An Army of Women: Gender and Politics in Gilded Age Kansas (1998), Gullet is well aware that activist women
were drawn to (and to an extent courted by) both the Republican and the
People's parties. She traces the productive intersection between woman suffragists' increasing outreach in the early twentieth century and the rise of a
progressive, "good-government" faction of Republicans, whose aims the suffragists mostly shared.
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Gullett acknowledges most white and prosperous suffragists' understanding of themselves as agents of civilization, superior to "the slums" and their
poorer, darker-skinned immigrant, African American and Asian American
denizens. She mentions many dissensions besetting the movement as it grew,
arising from women's differences of ethnicity, occupation, wealth, and ideological attachments. She finds-as the campaigners did after their 1896 defeat-that opposition to women voting was far stronger among the rich, in
fact, than among "slum" districts. Yet she declines to find drama in these
antagonisms or to highlight one element above another. No conflict bulks
larger than a stick in a stream; the current continues to flow, producing a
movement of suffragists intending to claim their full citizenship.
Nancy F. Cott
Yale University

Honorable Exiles: A Chilean Woman in the Twentieth Century. By Lillian
Lorca de Tagle, edited by Joy Billington and Chris Lucas. (Austin: University
ofTexas Press, 2000. xv + 214 pp. 22 halftones. $35.00 cloth, ISBN 0-292-716060, $16,95 paper, ISBN 0-292-71609-5.)
Recent years have witnessed

aconsiderable surge in testimonial and au-

tobiographical works by Latin American women. From Rigoberta Menchu's
important, albeit controversial, memoir to the life histories of female maquila
workers, revolutionaries, and activists, many Latin American women have
shared the triumphs and trials oftheir lived experiences with us. Lillian Lorca
de Tagle's Honorable Exiles represents a wonderful new contribution to this
growing body of female-centered testimonial literature. The vivid recounting of her childhood dreams and adult disappointments provides us with a
poignant vision of her fascinating life as a woman living in a century of
momentous economic, political, and social transformations.
Drawing on family stories, photographs, and her own personal memories,
Lorca de Tagle weaves together the tapestry of her life from 1914 to 1996. As
the child of a Chilean Foreign Service Officer, she lived a life of considerable
luxury coupled with frequent periods of geographical and cultural dislocation. Her time spent at a Catholic boarding school in Brussels and extended
stays in France, Germany, and various Latin American countries taught the
author to navigate the rough waters of the immigrant experience, a skill that
served her throughout her life. Through failed marriages, widowhood, di-
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vorce, motherhood, rape, and sexual harassment, Lorca de Tagle maintained
a strong sense of self. However, in 1952 she encountered her most difficult life
challenge: she was ordered to leave Chile by her overbearing mother. Faced
with the harsh reality oflife as a "circumstantial exile" (p. xi), and with only
$150 in her pocket, Lorca de Tagle boarded a Swiss nitrate ship and set off to
make a new life for herself and her two small daughters in the United States.
At a time when few women worked outside their homes, this resourceful and
trilingual immigrant quickly found employment in Washington, D.C. Over
the course of her remarkable career, Lorca de Tagle worked as assistant editor of Americas magazine, correspondent for Voice ofAmerica, and cultural
affairs officer, eventually receiving the Order of Morazan from the government of Honduras for her years of relief work.
Honorable Exiles is the captivating story of a twentieth-century Latin
American woman's experience. Always hovering between two worlds-the
nostalgic world of her childhood in Chile and the new life she made for herself in the United States - Lorca de Tagle provides a vivid picture of the economic, social, political, and emotional issues facing immigrant women.
Furthermore, the author tells her story with tremendous courage, sincerity,
candor, and humor. Students ofwomen's studies and/or modern Latin American history will undoubtedly find this book engaging and insightful.
Tiffany A. Thomas
University of New Mexico

Voices from Exile: Violence and Survival in Modem Maya History. By Victor
Montejo. (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1999. xiv + 287 pp. Illustrations, maps, table, notes, bibliography, index. $25.95 cloth, ISBN 0-80613171-3.)
Voices from Exile is a beautifully written yet horrific description of man's
inhumanity to man. Returning to many of the same themes he developed in

Testimony: Death ofa Guatemalan Village (1987), Victor Montejo describes
and explains the Guatemalan military's vicious and abhorrent attack on the
nation's Mayan population that resulted in the deaths of tens of thousands
and forced many more into exile. Reading this book was extremely difficult,
for these victims are not nameless people from a far-away land; the Indians
comprise twenty-seven of the sixty-five political asylum cases in which I
served as pro bono expert witness. Thus as Montejo describes the massacres,
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rapes, familial destruction, and cultural genocide, I once again see the anguished and terrified faces ofthe men, women, and children who I defended
over the past eight years.
The depth and breadth of Voices from Exile is so profound that it is impossible to do the work justice in these few lines. I have, therefore, opted to discuss several of Montejo's principal themes. In the first chapters of the book,
Montejo explains the origins of violence within a particular region of Guatemala, as well as the perceptions of the ladino (mestizo) guerrillas, the military, and the indigenous peoples. Since the author speaks only two of the
many Maya dialects, he confines his study to the people of the Kuchumatan
highlands ofthe department of Huehuetenango that abuts the southern Mexican state of Chiapas. Violence did not begin in the Kuchumatan region;
rumors of death and destruction preceded its actual appearance. What is
important to note is that the indigenous peoples feared and hated both the
guerrillas and the military. Conversely, the ladino guerrillas and the military
fostered no respect for the Indians.
The military held an especially ruthless attitude toward the Maya, marking all ofthem for death-to be Maya was to be subversive. Although the 1982
overthrow of General Romeo Lucas Garcia seemed to provide some hope for
the Maya, the regime of General Jose Efrafn Rfos Montt proved even more
deadly and invasive. New death squads formed and the counterinsurgency
capability of the Guatemalan military increased exponentially-as did the
massacres-with massive aid from the United States. At the same time, the
Maya found themselves forced to join civil patrols-failure to join served as
ipso facto proof that one was a guerrilla. Montejo describes the civil patrols
and their impact on village life and Maya culture particularly well. The
author also allows former civil patrol members and their victims to speak for
themselves. Since the Maya men patrolled constantly, in their absence the
army systematically raped Maya women, creating social and cultural conditions completely alien to the Maya: "The army thus promoted the destruction of moral values, honesty, cultural traditions, and life itself" (p. 79)'
Subsequent chapters follow the people of Kuchumatan's "Trail of Tears"
to the refugee camps in Mexico. Elie Wiesel, a holocaust victim, said:
"There is some honor attached to the name [refugee]. To be a refugee from
Nazi Germany or Stalinist Russia was an honor, a privilege. It still is."
Montejo replies, "the Guatemalan Maya refugees have managed to escape
from the bloody army of Guatemala, and as survivors of that holocaust they
also are entitled to respect. Unfortunately, the genocide suffered by the Maya
has largely remained unknown, not only to the world, but also to the rest of
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Guatemala" (pp. 196-97)' Life in the refugee camps was devastating. The
Guatemalan Indians were harassed and persecuted by Mexican officials and
even the Mexican Maya. They had no land and no families. The camps were
often moved, divided, eliminated, or ignored. All of these difficult circumstances further disrupted Maya culture.
Remarkably, however, the Maya developed effective strategies of survival.
First, they relied on their language to maintain their culture and to protect
themselves against their enemies. Secondly, the Maya remain a deeply religious people, and despite the hardships, most refugees were able to continue
their traditional prayers, songs, processions, and ritual burials of their dead.
Nevertheless, many of their children lost the rituals and prayers of their parents and adopted those of the Mexican Maya instead. The camps shaped and
changed gender roles and family relations. The men drank less, consequently
becoming less abusive toward their spouses. This trend had begun earlier in
Guatemala when the army simply "disappeared" drunks. The mutual respect
and tolerance between genders that had been all but obliterated by fear in
Guatemala appeared once again.
Montejo concludes that the Maya culture underwent a major transformation as a result of refugee camp experiences. The Maya Indians became politicized and questioned their social and political status in Guatemala,
particularly in relation to the ladinos; they became aware and proud of their
"Mayanness;" and they now seek to understand their "relationship to a
greater underlying Maya tradition that gives them a Maya identity" (p. 204)'
Finally, Montejo treats the tremendously sensitive topic of "returning
home." At first, the Guatemalan government wanted the refugees to return
in response to the huge international human rights outcry. Then the Mexicans applied pressure, especially after the Zapatista uprising in 1994, citing
the "leftist tendencies" of the Guatemalans. International agencies and the
Maya themselves created organizations to foster the resettling in their homelands. In 1996, however, over 50 percent of the refugees still remained in
Mexico. Many of the Maya will never return to Guatemala and remain a
forgotten people in a land that they can never call their own. Amidst this
failure Montejo maintains hope for the future: "Our ability to be Mayas is not
limited to anyone place or time. It is not forever rooted in the past. It can be
our identity and our strength wherever we are. And that identity and strength
can also guide Guatemala to a better future" (p. 243)'
Thomas M. Davies Jr.
San Diego State University
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The French in Central America: Culture and Commerce, 1820-1930. By Thomas D. Schoonover. Latin American Silhouettes Series. (Wilmington, Del.:

Scholarly Resources, 2000. xxv + 244 pp. Illustrations, tables, notes, bibliography, index. $55.00 cloth, ISBN 0-8420-2792-0.)
When one considers the subject of foreign involvement in Central
America, the French generally do not leap to mind. Aside from their role in
the abortive first attempt to build a canal in Panama, France was clearly overshadowed in Central America by Great Britain, the United States, and Germany. In this copiously documented work incorporating archival sources
from France and half a dozen other countries, Thomas Schoonover sheds
light on the less studied activities of France in the isthmian republics.
Central American commerce was not of tremendous importance to
France. According to Schoonover's figures, neither imports from Central
America nor exports to that region ever amounted to so much as two-tenths
of one percent of France's total world trade. On the other hand, France did
import 20 percent or more of various isthmian countries' exports at different
times during this period. The French military mission at the turn of the
century shaped the Guatemalan military and also stimulated French arms
sales to Guatemala and its neighbors. However, for the isthmus as a whole,
France's role as a creditor was ultimately more significant than its commercial ties. Schoonover reevaluates the amount of French investment in Central America, arguing that "[fJrom 1880 until 1903, French financiers were the
largest foreign investors on the isthmus"(p. 192).
On occasion, Central American leaders attempted to enlist the French as
a counterweight to mounting encroachment by Britain and the United States.
However, France's hopes for dominating the isthmus were quashed fairly early,
and Schoonover's narrative documents an abundance of commercial projects
vetoed by French ministers, mainly out of a desire to avoid antagonizing the
United States.
Despite the book's subtitle, commerce receives much greater emphasis
than culture in Schoonover's treatment. Furthermore, although Schoonover
discusses a few French cultural initiatives, including efforts to extend French
language instruction, he usually interprets them as steps directed solely toward increasing France's economic influence in the region. This proclivity
for economic explanations may be attributed to Schoonover's firm embrace
of world systems theory; that said, however, the balance between the
"metropole" and the "periphery" in his analysis is about as even-handed as
one could hope for, particularly in light of the woefully inadequate sources
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throughout much of Central America itself. This book will be of greatest
interest to students of imperialist rivalries and the history of foreign relations.
Doug Tompson

University of Florida

The Japanese Conspiracy: The Oahu Sugar Strike of 1920. By Masayo Umezawa Duus. Translated by Beth Cary, adapted by Peter Duus. (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1999. xiii + 375 pp. Halftones, maps, notes, bibliography, index. $55.00 cloth, ISBN 0-520-20484-0, $18,95 paper, ISBN 0-52020485-9.)
At the height of the "Hundred-Percent-Americanism" campaign and the
Red Scare of 1919, the United States passed the Johnson-Reed Immigration
Act in 1924. This law restricted immigrants from southeastern Europe, excluded all Asians, and represented a culmination of the xenophobia that
spread throughout the country during this period. Masayo Umezawa Duus
argues that two incidents, which transpired in the territory of Hawaii prior to
1924, played key roles in the enactment of the 1924 Immigration Act.
In January 1920, the Federation of Japanese Labor went on strike against
the Hawaiian Sugar Planters' Association (HSPA) after its workers were denied a wage increase. Six months later, the house of the HSPA interpreter,
Juzaburo Sakamaki, was dynamited. The bombing suspects included Japanese Labor Federation leaders who had led the strike; fifteen of these men
were tried and convicted, due in large part to the trumped-up charges levied
against them by the plantation owners who felt threatened by the strikers.
Simultaneously, the HSPA sent delegates to Washington, D.C., to spread the
propaganda of a Japanese conspiracy to takeover Hawaii and ultimately the
U.S. mainland. Plantation owners campaigned for the exclusion of Japanese
workers and the re-importation of Chinese "coolies," citing that Chinese
laborers were better suited for Americanization. Ironically, their campaign
backfired, instead resulting in the exclusion of all Asian immigrants.
A Japanese non-fiction writer, Masayo Duus has composed many publications on Japanese immigration to the United States, including Tokyo Rose:
The Orphan ofthe Pacific (1979)' In this latest work she skillfully intertwines
the story of Japanese laborers in Hawaii, the Hawaiian ruling class, U.S.
immigration policies, and U.S.-Japan relations using previously untapped
sources such as the transcripts from the 1920 trial, Federal Bureau of Inves-
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tigation records, Japanese-language newspapers, and oral interviews. The
book, however, undermines how Hawaiian labor situations differed from
experiences in the continental United States. For example, Duus would have
better served her arguments by providing further context on why Hawaii
asked the U.S. government to reestablish Chinese immigration. Moreover,
the alleged Japanese conspiracy proposed by the HSPA overshadows the roles
Japanese laborers played in Hawaiian industries at the time of the strike. On
the whole, however, this book is an important contribution to the history of
the Japanese Americans in Hawaii and of U.S. immigration policies in the
early-twentieth century.
Kyoko K. Fujisaka
University ofWisconsin, Madison

Tracks to the Sea: Galveston and the Western Railroad Development, 18661900. By Earle B. Young. Centennial Series of the Association of Former Students, TexasA&M University, vol. 83. (College Station: TexasA&M University Press, 1999. xi + 158 pp. Halftones, maps, notes, bibliography, index.
$29.95 cloth,

ISBN

0-89096-883-7.)

The railroad history of Texas is rich and colorful. Stunted by distant location, political unrest, and the Civil War, the state's rail miles remained insignificant-307 in 1860 and only increasing to 711 a decade later. Yet by 1890
Texas claimed 8,613 rail miles; this amount doubled to 17,069 by 193o-more
miles than any other state. These miles consisted of major cross-country
routes such as the Southern Pacific line between El Paso and Orange (933
miles); short lines that served particular industries or geographic regions;
great systems that stretched through branches and secondary main lines; and
some trains that headed for ports or potential ports along the Gulf ofMexico.
The port of Galveston was included in a number ofplans sponsored by legitimate and determined entrepreneurs and promoters as well as those of dreamers and schemers.
Considering the current prominence of Houston in Texas Gulf Coast
shipping, it is easy to overlook the historical importance of Galveston. However, after Galveston gained a twenty-five-foot channel to the Gulflate in the
nineteenth century, it rivaled New Orleans and far surpassed Houston until
the rise of oil and petrochemical industries. Railroads, as Earle B. Young
points out in this book, not only delivered a monumental tonnage of cotton
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to the Galveston wharves but also were integral to deep-water navigation in
domestic and international haulage. Small wonder that Galvestonians eagerly sought the railroads and promoted them. Young makes this case very
well. He likewise demonstrates the symbiotic relationship between Galveston partisans and railroad moguls such as Jay Gould and Collis P. Huntington, who headed the giant railroads that came to serve the port city. His
treatment of George Sealy and the Gulf, Colorado & Santa Fe Railroad is
especially strong. Missing from the book, however, is adequate context of
how the Galveston railroad story fits into the broader history of urban/railroad
development in United States. Absent also is any meaningful attention to the
Houston-Galveston rivalry or background on the pioneer Galveston, Houston & Henderson railroad line that connected Galveston to Houston before
the civil war. A handful of illustrations are tossed in at the end of the book,
giving the impression of an afterthought, and the work suffers from a grievous lack of high quality maps. Despite these shortcomings, Tracks to the Sea
will be especially valued by railroad and urban historians as well as those
devoted to the history of Galveston and Texas.
Don L. Hofsommer
St. Cloud State University

We Were Innocents: An Infantryman in Korea. By William D. Dannenmaier.
(Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 1999. 230 pp. Halftones, maps, bibliography. $26,95 cloth, ISBN 0-252-02449-4, $18,95 paper, ISBN 0-252-06926-9.)
William D. Dannenmaier has written a memoir rich in the human experience of war. Dannenmaier served as an infantryman in the Korean War and
sent home a steady stream of letters about his army days. These letters provide the core for his book of experiences and prove, once again, that the
ordinary soldier's day-to-day correspondence has much to say about war and
the transformation from civilian to warrior. Molded with narrative he added
later, Dannenmaier's correspondence paints a disturbing portrait of infantry
life in combat.
The rifleman endured a life on the line marked by tension and long periods of boredom. One of Dannenmaier's peers suggested that the boredom
explained why so many of them volunteered for dangerous patrols. They
were desperate to escape the boredom. Dannenmaier fills his correspondence with tales of patrol duty and the routine presence of death. He de-
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scribes how his comrades used humor to overcome the most terrible of times.
Moreover, he elaborates on his anger over poor leadership, the mishandling
of men on the front lines, and the increasing resentment for rear area troops.
Release from combat did not, however, insure the tranquility for which all
soldiers like Dannenmaier yearned. Haunted by serious medical problems
and continuing psychological difficulties after the war, Dannenmaier suffered acutely through his postwar career. He recounts his difficulty readjusting to the work place and further details an unusual return to Korea as a
government psychologist.
We Were Innocents is an important addition to the growing literature of
citizen-soldier memoirs that began appearing near the end of the twentieth
century. This book's strength lies in its war narrative and Dannenmaier's discussion of his experiences at home after the conflict. His continuing struggle
with the nightmare of war adds to our knowledge of combat fatigue and its
long-term impact on our society. I recommend this volume to all who are
interested in the human side of war.
Vernon L. Williams
Abilene Christian University

The Void, the Grid, and the Sign: Traversing the Great Basin. By William L.
Fox. (Salt Lake City: University of Utah Press, 2000. xii + 227 pp. Maps, bibliography. $21.95 cloth, ISBN 0-87480-649-6.)
I was struck by the experience ofmoving deeper into unfamiliar terrain over
the course of William L. Fox's creative nonfiction narrative, which draws the
reader's senses into the environment of the Great Basin. As the title suggests,
The Void, the Grid, and the Sign is divided into three interlocking sections.
"The Void" centers on the sculptures of Mike Heizer, whose monumental
pieces echo the architecture ofthe Egyptian and Olmec cultures. These pieces
provide focal and vantage points on the daunting landscape of the Great Basin. In this section, Fox cleverly plays off multiple myths of the region, including the popular Western genre and alien spacecraft sightings. He demonstrates
that these myths both under- and overstate the contemporary human relationship with the place: the region becomes far more alien than the fabulous stories ofArea 51 would grant, yet Fox's analysis also reveals far more historical and
cultural depth to the Great Basin than we might otherwise suppose.
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"The Grid" explicates the human compulsion to map even the most inhospitable terrain and will speak most directly to readers of this historical
journal. As the author explains, "the grid" is part of our central cognitive
processing of the world, our need to segment and control space. Fox links
mapping mania to American ideology by demonstrating how the Jeffersonian
agrarian dream took shape as the Homestead Act, which divided even the
void into quarter sections available for human habitation. The various expeditions of John Charles Fremont exemplify these concrete attempts to "gridiron" the Great Basin.
The most engaging section for this reader, "The Sign," describes the rock
art that is scattered throughout the region. In this final section, Fox follows
in the footsteps of Alvin McLane, hiker and rock hound extraordinaire who
uncovers various human efforts to leave an imprint on a seemingly blank,
impervious space. The petroglyphs and pictographs provide a prehistoric
predecessor to Heizer's contemporary sculptures. Fox is struck by the ultimate indecipherability ofthe rock art. Yet the hunger for signs ofprior human
occupation, for a human connection to this challenging place, drives many
people to criss-cross the Great Basin in search of these elusive markers. Ultimately, readers will see that art, in its many manifestations, provides a
needed counterpoint to the grid.
I have a few minor quibbles with this work. Fox should havc included
sketches of Heizer's sculptures to help visualize their effect against the stark
landscape of the Great Basin. Moreover, the author becomes repetitious in
his use and analysis of "the grid." Overall, however, this work encourages a
deeper engagement with a daunting, often overlooked western place.
Ken Egan Jr.
Rocky Mountain College

Educating the U.S. Army: Arthur L. Wagner and Reform, 1875-19°2. By T. R.
Brereton. (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 2000. xviii + 173 pp. Halftones, appendixes, notes, bibliography, index. $45.00 cloth, ISBN 0-8°32-13°1-8.)
T. R. Brereton has written the first biography of Arthur L. Wagner, a relatively little known but important figure in the reform and modernization of
the U.S. Army. Wagner, a West Point graduate of 1875, served seven years as
an infantry officer on the Great Plains before embarking on a career devoted
almost entirely to military education and staff work. Following a stint as a
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military science professor at a Florida college, Wagner received in 1886 his
most influential assignment: instructor at the Infantry and Cavalry School at
Fort Leavenworth, Kansas. He rapidly emerged as one of the more active
members of a generation of young military intellectuals who sought to instill
professional standards into the U.S. Army as it moved out ofthe Indian-fighting era. Wagner collaborated in the revision ofthe army's tactical doctrine in
response to the introduction of modern weaponry, and, based on his study of
military history, he composed textbooks on military procedure and theory
that long remained standard in army schools. Moreover, he was a pioneer in
the development of the "applicatory method" of military instruction, by
which officer-students were taught to solve practical military problems in the
field. Largely through Wagner's efforts, the Fort Leavenworth Training
School shed its early image as a "kindergarten" for the remedial instruction
of underachieving junior officers and became the nucleus of the army's
emerging system of postgraduate professional education.
Beginning in 1896, Wagner took on a series of key staff assignments that
included: chief of the army's military intelligence branch; a member of the
army-navy strategy planning board for the Spanish-American War; an intelligence officer during the invasion of Cuba; and the adjutant general of a field
command in the Filipino-American War. During the early 19oos, he supported
Secretary ofWar Elihu Root's efforts to institute military reform, serving as the
director of the Army War College and as a member of the newly established
general staff. Throughout his career, Wagner stressed the need to base training
on actual war conditions, and in the years before his death in 1905 he was instrumental in the army's adoption oflarge-scale field maneuvers.
Apparently because Wagner left few personal letters, Brereton heavily
bases his account on his subject's books and articles and on official army records. Thus Wagner's personality and private life appear only sporadically and
dimly. Moreover, in making a case for Wagner's originality, the author may
exaggerate the hidebound traditionalism and anti-intellectualism ofthe nineteenth-century officer corps. Before the Civil War at least, many officers
actively promoted professional education, revised tactics and policy in light
of changing technology, and adapted European military science to the
American service. Perhaps Wagner's most important role was his part in reviving and sustaining the long-term trend toward military professionalization
that was rooted in the antebellum era, but was partially suspended during the
Indian wars ofthe late nineteenth century. Nevertheless, the author convincingly places Wagner in the context of the military reform movement of his
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time and links him to broader trends toward scientific management and professional training associated with the Progressive Era. Brereton's slender book
builds on the work of Timothy Nenninger, Carol Reardon, and other historians of the army's educational system and fills a gap in the historiography of
military modernization at the turn of the twentieth century.
William B. Skelton
University

of Wisconsin, Stevens Point
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Adios to Tears: The Memoirs ofa Japanese-Peruvian Internee in U.S. Concentration Camps. By Seiichi Higashide. (1993; reprint, with a foreword by C.
Harvey Gardiner, preface by Elsa H. Kudo, and epilogue by Julie Small,
Seattle: University ofWashington Press, 2000. ix + 259 pp. 13 halftones, maps,
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Alcohol in Ancient Mexico. By Henry J. Bruman, foreword by Peter Frust.
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